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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
claudia grismann has contributed to the dictionary with 28 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small
book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to
visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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alcolemia
Alcoholemia is the level of alcohol in the blood

atomatizacion
It is used in some intellectual circles as a synonym for locking themselves in a strong position

calefont
the correct way to write it is heating, refers to the home system to heat the water E /E

chuecazo
Chuecazo is an expression that derives from chueco, an augmentative of chueco, hence the ending in azo.  Chueco in
some Latin American countries is called to people who have their legs bent out on their knees, causing a very peculiar
ga gad when they walk. 

comedogenico
It is said that product that produces acne or comedones

commodity
It is known as comodity to items that are traded in bulk as raw material, usually to make food, wheat is a comodity

cuello collerón
refer to the artifact that is placed around the neck to protect the cervicals , term also used in veterinary for the
Elizabethan neck that is placed on the animlaes after an intervention

culer
refers to cooler , the hardware that allows computers to be cooled

dermaroller
It is a device with microneedles that slides through the skin to cause small wounds that favor the activation of natural
collagen

dermocosmética
dermocosmetics alludes to skin cosmetics ( dermis ), usually used to indicate a certain cosmetic treatment for the skin

desacartonar
desatonating is acting with less formality, being spontaneous and genuine. 

esponjear
Sponge : tell of the habit of treating hair aesthetically to give it a more bulky appearance

estar de la gorra



It's a colloquial Latin expression.  It means being crazy.

kirchnerizar
comes from the proper name of the late Argentine president Nestor Kirchner, alludes to the way policies are raised
especially in the social order

limoncello
The correct word is lemoncello, a lemon liqueur of Italian origin

macho ibérico
Macho iberico is an expression that concerns the passion of the Latin or Spanish man.  It is said of the seductive and
passionate conqueror Latino man

moyanismo
indicates that he is a follower of Moyano (in Argentina) Moyano is a trade unionist of great political and social weight

neomalthusianismo
He refers to Malthus' theory, understanding the prefix neo, as an update of his ideas

ni de coña
It means some event that is impossible to give

palazzo
Palazzo is the name by which the women's garment consisting of a trouser made with very wide legs is known

pasamangueras
Handrails is an expression that is used among volunteer firefighters, it is the person who is dedicated to extending the
hoses helping them reach the focus of the accident

pensionarse
I think it's synonymous with retiring

plásmico
plasmic comes from plasma, is a state of matter, it can be liquid, solid or gaseous, but there is a fourth state that is
called plasma, a fluid thicker than the liquid

que significa asno silvestre
Ass is an animal of the equine family.  Wild means wild.  By wild ass association is an animal that has not been
domesticated.

reclasificación
As indicated by the re prefix, reclassification means reclassifying



referidor
in Online Marketing is known as referring to the person who attracts new stakeholders to enter a company's business
plan, usually pyramidal

solicitar la mano
The expression "request the hand" comes from the custom that the groom must converse with the father of the bride to
confess his intentions to formalize marriage with his daughter Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be to
ask for the hand, to commit in marriage

vaso de precipitado
beaker or precipitation is a glass container used for laboratory experiments


